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4m Suspension Training
Frame (8 Users)

£1,495.00

Product Images

Short Description

Are you looking for a 4m suspension training frame that is suitable for use with TRX's and other suspension
trainers for your studio or gym? If so we have a number of bespoke suspension training rigs available.
Suspension training is growing in popularity and this is a commercial grade version that is manufactured in
the UK and is available in 2m, 3m, 4m, 5m and 6m versions. We can configure the rig to your requirements so
contact us and create a dedicated suspension training zone within your gym that will get your members
coming back for more.

Please note, these frames are made to order here in the UK so please contact us for the latest lead time. We
recommend bolting the frame down at all times for added stability or using the 20kg stability plates.

Suspension Training Rig - 4 metre
Available from 2 metres up to a huge 6 metre long frame, these suspension training rigs will provide the ideal
suspension training zone for between 4 and 10 users. Simply hook up your TRX or Jungle gym suspension
trainer and then you can perform all your bodyweight exercises in complete safety thanks to the stable A-
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frame and sturdy constuction. These rigs are manufactured in the UK and come with a lifetime guarantee on
the frame.

We also have a number of additional attachments that can be added to the end of each rig. These include a
multi-grip chinning bar, dipping bars, weights posts (where floor fixing is not possible) and a punch bag end
bracket. Simply contact us for more information.

Key Dimensions

 

Colour Options (19 Standard Frame Colours)
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Additional Information

SKU EX-5725

Weight 140.000000

Equipment Usage Home & Commercial Use

Warranty

Main Frame: Framework (structural steel and welds)
warranted for lifetime against defects in workmanship
and materials under normal use. (Excluding surface
finish)

Made From Steel

Additional Features Allows up to 8 people to use suspension trainers at the
same time

Length Dimensions 4000mm

Width Dimensions 2910mm

Height Dimensions 2500mm
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